
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject:

Ed Martin <"cn=ed martin/o=nlhydro"> 
Sunday, October 6, 2013 2:28 PM 
Bown, Charles 
Fw: Cabinet

Importance: High

Fyi

Ed

This Email was sent from a Blackberry wireless handheld. The Email, including attachments, is confidential and 
proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient, any redistribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you have 
received this Email in error, please notify us immediately by return Email, and delete this Email message.

Derrick Sturge

----- Original Message -----

From: Derrick Sturge

Sent: 10/06/2013 02:20 PM NDT

To: Ed Martin

Subject: Re: Cabinet

Thanks. Timing not bad as we will have had the benefit of lender meetings on Tuesday. Plan is to debrief with Canada 
Wednesday morning. Canada remain focused on the solution that will have least potential market disruption - hopefully 
this aligns with least cost! preferred solution for us also - they have not showed their hand on preferred solution yet, but 
they are clearly focused on exploring the the "market disruption" issues with lenders on Tuesday.

Derrick

Derrick F. Sturge

Vice-President, Finance & CFO

Nalcor Energy

t: (709) 737-1292

c: (709) 690-2545
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Ed Martin---10/06/2013 01 :57 PM NDT---Derrick, Just a head's up - we'll likely be going to cabinet on Wednesday to get 
early clearance on

From: Ed Martin

To: Derrick Sturge
Date: 10/06/2013 01:57 PMNDT

Subject: Cabinet

Derrick,

Just a head's up - we'll likely be going to cabinet on Wednesday to get early clearance on the financing - if we don't do it 
wed, we lose a window. Not sure what we will say yet, but probably something like seeking authority to proceed without 
further cabinet meeting.

Ed
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